
Mosche Bianche 

SICILIAN STATE OF MIND



DESCRIPTION 
The creator of the “Sicilian state of mind” 
collection searches for objects from the past 
that convey emotions linked to memory.  

She selects, re-sews, removes paint and 
repaints, disassembles and reassembles with 
the aim of bringing many obsolete objects 
back to new interpretations of utility.  

Each piece of furniture is assembled by 
hand and transformed into a unique piece. 
Her happy dexterity and attention to 
tradition make her a testimony of the 
importance of conservation and possible 
reinterpretation in a contemporary key for 
the artisan design market. 



Terracotta and paint (available in different 
colours, look at the bottom of the 
catalogue to choose the one you prefer). 

Available in different sizes: 

From  L 25 cm X P 20 cm X H 30 cm;  

W 9.84 in X D 7.87 in X H 11.81 in;  

To L 40 cm X P 24 cm X H 41 cm;  

W 15.7 in X D 9.4 in X H 16.1 in.

SICILIAN 
STATE OF MIND 



PALERMO CATANIA



MESSINA SIRACUSA



MARSALA GELA



RAGUSA TRAPANI



VITTORIA CALTANISSETTA



AGRIGENTO LICATA



MODICA ACIREALE



AUGUSTA FILICUDI



ORTIGIA ALCAMO



CARINI SCIACCA



MONREALE



Further info
Traditional Sicilian anthropomorphic 
terracotta vases re-interpreted in 
monochrome and decorated with 
geometric shapes and lettering. These 
creations are re-purposed, re-created, 
re-cycled, re-interpreted and re-
imagined. 

Original handmade pieces that are 
created evoking the grandeur of the 
past and reconditioned for the modern 
world. 
Hand finished and lovingly reborn. 

All the creations are available in 
different colors, look at the complete 
palette, you surely find the one you 





Colors palette



Colors palette



Colors palette



www.mosche-bianche.com 

E: info@mosche-bianche.com   

M: +39 320 729 7118  

M: +39 347 076 5472 

Linkedin: Mosche Bianche Srls  
Fb: Mosche Bianche  
Ig: Mosche Bianche_MadeinItaly  

VAT:  02336450503
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